
A new student at Murphy Elementary, Garrett has inspired students and staff by his joyful spirit
and determination.  Stephanie Reuter, a parapro that works with Garrett observed over several
weeks that Garrett was very interested in door handles. Since Garrett is non verbal, it took some
time to figure out what was behind his desire to touch and inspect all the handles in the building.

With his ability to answer yes or no with body movements, Garrett
answered Stephanie’s questions trying to determine his
motivation.  When questioned it was not the mechanics of the
door handles or being able to open and go through the door.
Garrett said “YES” to the questions about being able to pull the
door open and that he wanted to be able to pull objects. His
physical therapist, had previously suggested making aAnja Bode
trailer for Garrett to pull with his motorized chair to work on
building peer relationships by helping with jobs around the school.
Stephanie asked him if that is something he would like to be able
to pull.  The answer was an enthusiastic “yes!”

Stephanie told Garrett
in order to be able to build a trailer they would need to
learn all about trailers. Over the next 4 weeks
Stephanie planned learning goals related to
engineering and simple machines, the difference
between the force of pushing and pulling, math
related to measuring and surveying staff about
potential jobs, history of wheels and carts, etc.
Through lessons and hands-on activities  involving
reading books, watching educational videos,
inspecting and using the large cart at school and
learning the proper trailer part names, Garrett was ready to build his own with the help of some
volunteers.  Stephanie and her father prepared the materials in advance, but left the assembly
for Garrett at school.

, a teacher at Murphy volunteered to helpNeil Lafave
with the assembly and any trouble shooting at the
school.  Garrett was shown the different materials and
explained what part of the trailer each piece was. He
was able to use an electric drill, caulk gun and hammer
and learn about different fasteners like screws, bolts,
washers, nuts, and construction adhesive.  He listened
intently and learned through the entire process of
building, problem solving and connecting the trailer to
his chair.
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His excitement and pride was obvious to all as he
drove his trailer around the school for the first time
and was promptly given a delivery job by Mr. Hatch,
the school principal.  That excitement has not gone
away every time he is able to use his trailer to do a
job around the school.

On a weekly basis we return library books and deliver
popcorn with his peers.  He is occasionally asked to
help with other tasks like move a stool or take
seedlings out to the greenhouse.  One of his favorite
things to do is try to back up with his trailer.

All of Murphy Elementary has shown an interest in his
trailer asking about how it was made and whether or not
they can get a ride. Building the trailer has achieved the
goals of motivating Garrett’s interest in learning and
connecting with the school community. Whenever he is
pulling his trailer he has a smile on his face and he drives
with extra caution.


